The cornerstone of population genetics is a probabilistic understanding of the ultimate fate-survival or extinction-of rare mutations. If a mutation is beneficial, it enables its carrier to reproduce faster than native wild-type individuals. In classic derivations and in the considerable body of research that has followed, "faster" has been defined mathematically to mean "able to produce more surviving offspring per generation." Many organisms, however, may increase their reproductive rate by producing the same number of offspring in a shorter generation time: a mutant bacterium, for example, may complete the cell cycle and produce two offspring more quickly than the wild type. We find that the ultimate fixation probability of a mutation conferring a shorter generation time differs from that of a mutation conferring more offspring by a factor of 2 ln(2)-nearly 40%. This predicts a reduction in the overall substitution rate for any mutation that decreases the generation time: fixation probability is biased toward increased offspring number.
T HE selective advantage, as classically defined by
To our knowledge, the effect of this alternative mechanism of the selective advantage has not been explored. Fisher (1930) and Wright (1931) , is realized in
In the sections that follow, the fate of a rare beneficial terms of fecundity: if the wild type has on average one mutation is determined, assuming that the selective adoffspring per generation, a rare beneficial mutant has vantage is realized in terms of decreased generation on average (1 ϩ s) offspring per generation. This model time. Perhaps surprisingly, the fixation probability of of the selective advantage is fundamental to the classic such a mutant differs significantly from the fixation publications in population genetics (Haldane 1927, probability for a mutant with an equivalent advantage 1932; Kimura 1957 Kimura , 1962 and has been assumed, exin fecundity. Before describing the analytical work, howplicitly or implicitly, in the considerable body of literaever, we present an illustrative example to build some ture that has followed. Using increased fecundity in intuition about this effect. this way to model the selective advantage is not only mathematically convenient, but also appropriate from a biological point of view. Specifically, the (1 ϩ s) model ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE captures any mechanism that changes the mean number of offspring that survive to reproductive maturity.
For our example, we consider a population of lytic For many organisms, however, a mutant may have the viruses. As is typical for fixation probabilities, the exact same number of offspring as the wild type on average, size of the population is unimportant, as long as the but may produce these offspring in a reduced generawild-type population is sufficiently "large." We also allow tion time. A simple example here is bacterial fission. In unmitigated exponential growth, at least over a few genan environment that favors growth, each bacterium will erations, in our sample population. While ignoring the need to keep growth in check greatly simplifies the produce, on average, close to two surviving offspring; example, we do not allow unbounded growth in the the enhanced growth of a beneficial mutant can then analysis that follows. be realized as a reduced cell cycle time. This may be
We assume that the viruses are not perfectly adapted particularly true in the presence of antibiotics, which to their environment; that is, beneficial mutations are reduce the rate of cell growth in drug-sensitive strains.
possible. In particular, we consider two different mutaSimilarly, the number of virions released during lysis tions that might theoretically be available to our populamay be limited by the size of the host cell; mutant strains tion. Mutation F, for fecundity, increases the number of that have a shorter replication time will realize their infectious virions produced per infected cell. Mutation selective advantage by reaching this limit more quickly.
G, for generation time, produces the same number of virions as the wild type, but produces them in a shorter time, decreasing the time until cell lysis.
1 age, two infectious virions at cell lysis, which occurs 1 1 that strain G gets an extra generation of growth and "catches up" with strain F, such that over 9 time units time unit after the cell was infected. Mutant F, in contheir growth rate is precisely equivalent. Unfortunately, trast, is able to produce 2.02 infectious virions on averstrain G survives long enough to realize this advantage age. Mutant G, like the wild type, produces two infeconly 80% of the time. We find that a mutation is more tious virions on average, but produces these in a slightly likely to spread through the population if it confers reduced time, 0.986 time units.
an increase in fecundity, rather than what would be This value of the generation time was chosen such measured in a fitness assay as an equivalent reduction in that the long-term growth rate of the two mutants is generation time. This is because even a modest increase equivalent. In particular, the expected number of infecin fecundity reduces the chance of extinction in these tious virions produced in t time units by virus F is 2.02 t .
first, critical generations. Likewise, the number of copies of virus G after t time
In the sections that follow, we derive the fixation units is 2 t/0.986 . Manipulating the latter expression we probability for mutations that confer either a fecundity find that or generation time advantage. We compare these values 2 t/0.986 ϭ 2 1.014t ϭ 2 (1ϩlog 2 (1.01))t ϭ (2(1.01)) t . when the population size is constant and then extend our results to consider populations in environments Thus the long-term growth rates of mutant F and mutant where growth is favored. In the latter case we assume G are exactly the same. Typically, if we were introducing that growth is ultimately kept in check by periodic popueither mutant into a mathematical model we would say lation bottlenecks. that the growth rate is given by (2(1 ϩ s)) t and that both mutants F and G have the same selective advantage, s ϭ 0.01. Likewise, if we were experimentally measuring METHODS: ANALYTICAL DERIVATION the growth rate of F or G in a fitness assay, we would Our analytical work simply extends the classic derivameasure the same value for s. Finally, if either F or G tion of the fixation probability described by Haldane occurred de novo in a population, the expected time to (1927) . We outline the basic techniques and assumpfixation would be precisely the same for the two mutant tions for the general reader below; a detailed derivation strains.
is presented in the appendix. This effect is illustrated in the top of Figure 1 . The Constant population, fecundity advantage: In brief, solid line shows the growth of mutant F (fecundity adwe assume that a wild-type individual produces on avervantage) over 10 generations of unimpeded growth; in age r offspring per generation and thus produces r t each generation, the number of copies of F increases offspring in t generations. For the classic model of an by a factor of 2(1 ϩ s). The dotted line, in contrast, increase in fecundity, we consider a mutant lineage in shows the growth of mutant G (reduced generation which the generation time remains unchanged from time). The number of copies of G increases by only a the wild-type value, but more offspring are produced per factor of 2 in each generation, but the generation times generation by the mutant. Thus a mutant with selective are slightly shorter. Circles and crosses show the number advantage s would produce (r(1 ϩ s)) t offspring in the of copies after each lysis event and illustrate that after same amount of time. 9 time units, both F and G have exactly the same number To determine the fixation probability in the simplest of copies at exactly the same instant. The overall growth case with a constant population size, we use Haldane's rates of the two mutant strains are identical.
method. If N 0 denotes the total, constant size of the The bottom part of Figure 1 , however, illustrates that population, it is clear that no matter how big r is, only extinction probabilities for F (circles) and G (crosses) N 0 of all newly created offspring can survive each generaare not the same. First, note that once either mutant tion. Haldane used probability-generating functions has survived four or five generations, the chance of (see appendix) to describe the processes of creating extinction in future generations becomes negligible. new offspring and randomly determining which offDuring the first few critical generations, however, muspring survive to form the next generation. The effects tant G has a slightly higher extinction probability beof these two processes-growth and sampling-are comcause of its lower fecundity. We have assumed a Poisson bined to determine the probability that a rare mutant distribution of offspring, but the effect we describe deultimately leaves no descendants. If f n (0) gives the probapends only on the reasonable assumption that lower bility that zero offspring have survived after n generafecundity entails a higher probability of having zero tions of growth and sampling, we find that the extinction surviving offspring in a single generation.
probability v is given by This difference in extinction probability between the v ϭ lim n →∞ f n (0) (1) two mutant strains accrues such that the cumulative extinction probability, shown in the inset, differs substantially depending on the mechanism of the selective (Haldane 1927) . Following Haldane and others, we define the extincadvantage. Put another way, we see in the top of Figure tion probability, v, as the probability of ultimately leavwe use t d to denote the generation time for the mutant, with t d Ͻ 1. The average number of offspring for the ing no descendants, and therefore the fixation probability u is simply given by u ϭ 1 Ϫ v. Since we do not allow wild type in t time units (wild-type generations) is r t . As illustrated in the example, for a mutation with a fecunour populations to grow without bound, this is strictly true. Another implicit assumption, however, is that a dity advantage, the mean number of offspring is (r(1 ϩ s)) t ; for a generation time advantage, this number is beneficial mutation can be lost only by producing zero offspring in either the growth or the sampling processes. r t /t d . This is not strictly true, since the lineage may also be
The overall growth rate of the mutant will then be eliminated by other factors such as clonal interference the same in both cases when the mutant generation (see Gerrish and Lenski 1998). The effects we describe time is in the sections that follow are therefore mitigated if clonal interference accounts for a substantial compo-
(2) nent of the extinction probability.
Population bottlenecks, fecundity advantage: A popuOnce again, this equivalence is illustrated in the exlation bottleneck is a severe reduction in population ample. size, typically caused by intense competition, adverse For a small selective advantage (t d Ϸ 1), it is clear that environmental conditions, or parasitism. In many natuafter the favorable mutation first appears, both mutant ral populations, seasonality imposes regular bottlenecks.
and wild type will likely experience the same number of Natural populations of parasites, similarly, are subject generations before the next bottleneck. The replication to severe bottlenecks in their transmission from host to times of the mutant will occur progressively earlier in host. In laboratory populations, population bottlenecks the growth phase, however, as the generation time adare often an inherent feature of the experimental protovantage of the mutant accrues. Eventually, the mutant col; bacterial populations, for example, may be sampled population will experience ϩ 1 replications between at ratios of 1:100 or more during serial passaging, usually two bottlenecks. It is fairly straightforward to include this on a daily basis (Lenski et al. 1991 ; Lenski and Traveffect in Haldane's probability-generating functions, as isano 1994). Experimental evolution in viruses likewise described in the appendix. The fixation probability can involves serial passaging (Kichler Holder and Bull then be determined for a mutation conferring a re-2001) or periodic sampling when chemostat tubes susduced generation time but no increased fecundity. taining populations of phage and host are changed (Bull et al. 1997 ).
Haldane's approach can naturally be extended to in-RESULTS clude populations that experience growth followed by Useful approximations: For a population of constant bottlenecks. We assume that these bottlenecks occur at size, it is well known that the fixation probability can fixed times, every generations. (Our analysis does not be approximated by 2s, for a mutation conferring a yet include situations in which population bottlenecks fecundity advantage (Haldane 1927) . When populaoccur randomly, at variable times.) Once again, the tion bottlenecks are included in the analysis, this apappendix describes the derivation in detail. We find proximation changes to s for moderate values of that the extinction probability is again given by Equation (Heffernan and Wahl 2002). Our overall goal was to 1, but f n (x) in this case includes growth processes find similar approximations for mutations conferring followed by one sampling process, the population bottlereduced generation times. neck.
For an analytically tractable approximation, we imAn important point to note is that for the typically posed the condition that the mutant with a reduced assumed case of Poisson-distributed offspring and rangeneration time experiences an extra generation regudom sampling of offspring to obtain the next generalarly every b bottlenecks. (Thus, in a constant population, a constant population size is formally equivalent tion, an extra generation occurs every b wild-type generato a population that undergoes bottlenecks at rate ϭ tions.) This allows us to write t d as the fraction b/(b ϩ 1. When deriving the fixation probability for a mutation 1), where both and b are integers. For example, in with a reduced generation time, we therefore investigate Figure 1 the mutant doubles 10 times in the time it the general case of a bottlenecked population for any takes the wild type to double 9 times, and t d would integer . To address a constant population size, we can therefore be given by 18/19. then consider the case ϭ 1.
We can then use the Kolmogorov forward equation Reduced generation time, constant or bottlenecked (Crow and Kimura 1970) , in a derivation analogous population: To model the selective advantage in terms to that described in Wahl and Gerrish (2001) . In brief, of a reduced generation time, we find a generation time the approach is an extension of classic work and allows for the mutant that would produce the same overall us to approximate the fixation probability as u Ϸ 1 Ϫ growth rate as a (1 ϩ s) fecundity advantage. Since the wild-type generation time is by definition 1 time unit, e
, where M is the mean number of offspring after
For a Poisson distribution of offspring with mean r, the derivation of V is quite difficult. In this situation, we restrict our attention to a population in which each individual produces an average of two offspring per replication, that is, r ϭ 2. This is the natural case to consider for bacterial fission, for example. This allows us to compute M ϭ 2 and V ϭ 4(2b
Although this equation is still fairly unwieldy, it allows us to make a number of further approximations. For a constant population, ϭ 1. If b is moderately large (such that 2b Ϫ 1 Ϸ 2b), we find u Ϸ 1 Ϫ exp(Ϫ1/b). The condition that b is large implies that s is small, and thus we have the further approximation
If we had incorrectly assumed that the mutation of interest conferred a fecundity advantage, the fixation probability would be given by 2s (Haldane 1927). Thus the advantage is again 39%.
and F (solid line).
Numerical and simulation results:
The fixation probability can also be determined numerically, that is, by taking the limit described in Equation 1 using standard computational methods. Over a large range of s, this some time step, and V is the variance of this number. In our case, we take a "time step" to be b bottlenecks.
technique verifies that the fixation probability of the mutant is significantly affected by the mechanism of The appendix describes the calculation of M and V in more detail. the selective advantage. The top of Figure 2 shows the fixation probability when fecundity is increased (solid We must also decide how to model the growth and sampling of the population. If we assume that each line) or when generation time is decreased (dashed line) as functions of s for a constant population ( ϭ individual in the population has exactly r offspring in each generation, and that individuals are chosen at ran-1). The analytical approximations 2s (dotted line) and s/ln 2 (dotted-dashed line) are also shown. The logarithdom to survive the bottleneck, it is straightforward to Figure 2. -Generation time vs. fecundity advantage. The fixation probability for a rare beneficial mutation with selective advantage s was computed as described in the text for mutants with a fecundity advantage (solid line) or an equivalent generation time advantage (dashed line). The analytical approximations 2s (dotted line) and s/ln 2 (dotted-dashed line) are also shown for comparison. In the top, the population has a constant size ( ϭ 1). In the bottom, the population grows for five wild-type generations, after which a bottleneck reduces the population to its initial size; this process repeats indefinitely. For both top and bottom r ϭ 2. Triangles show the same results calculated by simulating the fate of a single beneficial mutation 100,000 times. The standard deviation of the simulated data was calculated as (u(1 Ϫ u )/10 5 ) 1/2 , but the resulting error bars are too small to discern on the scale of the figure. mic plot shown here illustrates the power-law relation Our analytical work assumes that the bottleneck occurs after an integer number of wild-type generations. between fixation probability and s, but obscures the true magnitude of the differences involved; see Figure 3 for We relaxed this assumption using the Monte Carlo approach, investigating bottlenecks that occur at various clarification. The bottom of Figure 2 shows the same results for ϭ 5; in this case the appropriate analytical times between the first and second generations during the growth phase. As shown in Figure 4 , the fixation approximation is s/(2 ln 2) (dotted-dashed line). For comparison, the classic fixation probability, 2s, is also probabilities for mutations conferring either a fecundity or generation time advantage are affected in complex shown (dotted line). Note that when ϶ 1, 2s is a very poor approximation to the fixation probability because ways by changes in the bottleneck time. Briefly, this is because the pattern of the number of generations the effects of population growth between bottlenecks have been neglected (Wahl and Gerrish 2001) . These between bottlenecks can be vastly different for noninteger bottleneck times and can in some cases greatly renumerical results were verified using Monte Carlo simulation, in which large populations were modeled at the duce the fixation probability conferred by a fecundity advantage. Thus, although the difference between the level of the individual bacterium (triangles).
The overall importance of the mechanism of the selectwo cases is clearly mitigated, fixation probabilities are still significantly higher, on balance, for a fecundity adtive advantage is more clearly illustrated in Figure 3 , which shows the percentage error introduced by assumvantage. Our analytical work also assumes that the generation ing a fecundity advantage when a mutation actually confers a generation time advantage. We see that for a time for individuals carrying a beneficial mutation is constant, such that the descendants of a rare mutant constant population, or for a population experiencing regular bottlenecks, this error approaches 40% for typiall undergo fission, for example, at the same time for all future generations. Again, we investigated the effect cal values of s. of relaxing this assumption using the Monte Carlo apfecundity advantage (circles) or generation time advantage (squares) in this case. We find that fixation proach. Here we test a case in which each offspring of the mutant, although genetically identical, has a small probability for a fecundity advantage decreases when the lifetimes of genetically identical mutants have some variation in fission time; bottlenecks occur regularly between the sixth and seventh generations of the growth variation. This effect gradually erodes the difference between the two types of advantage when lifetimes are phase. Figure 5 shows the fixation probability for a . Each generation time for each individual in the simulation is drawn from a normal distribution with standard deviation ; the xaxis plots the total standard deviation for the descendants of the mutant at the end of the growth phase. Thus, on the right side, the fission times of the mutant offspring after the growth phase occur within a 20% window around the mean ‫%59ف‬ of the time.
sufficiently variable. Because even small biases become the substitution rate for beneficial mutations in natural and experimental populations, since the overall fixation relevant on evolutionary timescales, however, we predict that the bias in favor of a fecundity advantage will persist rate will be lower than classically estimated if reductions in generation time are possible. For example, since muin populations with variable generation times, but will be most prevalent when there is minimal variability in tations conferring antibiotic resistance typically allow bacteria to complete the cell cycle more quickly than the length of the reproductive cycle.
their drug-sensitive counterparts, we might model such mutations as having a reduced generation time. Thus DISCUSSION when predicting how often these mutations will arise de novo and survive the first few generations of growth and Theoretically, our results demonstrate that the mechanism of the selective advantage is of critical importance.
sampling, their reduced fixation probability should be taken into account. Our results indicate that such mutaIn particular, the classic "2s" approximation for fixation probability does not hold for any mutation that reduces tions will survive less frequently than has been previously predicted under the assumption that they confer a fethe generation time: in this case, the fixation probability should instead be approximated by s/ln 2 in a populacundity advantage (Levin et al. 2000) . The effect we describe is not conditional upon succestion of constant size. Figure 1 demonstrates the reasons underlying this difference: although two beneficial musive generations reproducing in lock-step. Variance in the generation times of individuals carrying the mutatations might have the same selective advantage s, the same growth rate against the wild type, and the same tion of interest does, however, significantly mitigate this "fecundity bias." Similarly, variation in the time at which expected time to fixation, the mutation that increases fecundity is more likely to survive its first few generations the bottleneck occurs reduces this effect. Since the bias is of the order of 40% without these mitigating factors, of growth.
In describing this process mathematically, we were however, reduction due to either source of variation is unlikely to eliminate the effect, especially when evoluforced to explicitly define the processes underlying growth in our model populations, entailing a number of tionary timescales come into play. Although related to the classic evolutionary trade-off assumptions. We emphasize, however, that the general results we describe depend only on one critical (but between increased fecundity and reduced development time (Stearns 1992) , the fecundity bias we report does reasonable) assumption: that a slight increase in fecundity implies a slight decrease in the probability of having not directly pertain to the optimization of these lifehistory parameters. Theories of "rK-selection" assume zero offspring in each generation.
Practically, our results will be important in estimating that decreased development time implies reduced fe-cundity (and vice versa); that is, you cannot have it both the assumption of equal survival probabilities is clearly invalid and further assumes that an unlimited number ways. In contrast, our results pertain to populations in of offspring are possible in one reproduction event. which both strategies are available and potentially adWe frame our analysis in terms that include both vantageous to the organism. When either reduced genpopulations of constant size and populations that suseration times or increased fecundity is possible, and tain periods of growth followed by population bottleeven if they confer an equivalent growth advantage, we necks. Bottlenecks are ubiquitous in natural systems and find that fixation is biased in favor of fecundity. This may in fact be more the rule than the exception for predicts, for example, that if mutations of both types natural populations in the face of constant seasonality are available and occur at roughly equal rates, increases and rapidly evolving parasitism. In experimental studies in fecundity are a more likely adaptive response to a of evolution, serial passaging imposes severe bottlechanging environment. Studies of the adaptation of necks, often on a daily basis; these bottlenecks have fruit flies to bottle culture support our predictions, exprofound effects on evolutionary dynamics (Wahl et al. hibiting an increase in fecundity that was not matched 2002). The results of this study may have particular by reductions in generation time (Sgro and Partridge relevance for these experimental systems, many of which 2000). Similarly, increases in cell size are one of the involve microbial populations in an environment that clearest phenotypic changes in the adaptation of bactefavors growth. In this situation a decrease in generation rial populations to serial passaging environments (Lentime is clearly a possible mechanism for the selective ski et al. 1991). An increase in cell size is consistent advantage; for lytic viruses and bacterial populations in with increased offspring survival, but is not likely to favorable environments, a shorter replication time is accompany decreased generation time.
often a more natural assumption than an increase in Our results do not address the underlying rates at offspring number. Now that detailed experimental work which mutations that either increase fecundity or dehas begun to elucidate the molecular mechanisms uncrease generation time might spontaneously occur. For derlying increased fitness in these systems (see, for exexample, if mutations that reduce the generation time ample, Bull et al. 2000) , it will be fascinating to deteroccur 40% more frequently than mutations that inmine whether the predictions of this study are realized crease fecundity, the difference in fixation probability in the laboratory. that we describe would be entirely offset. It is perhaps We thank two anonymous referees for their insightful comments.
impossible to predict which of these alternate mechaThis work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering nisms will be more "accessible," by mutation, to an evolvResearch Council of Canada, the Ontario Ministry of Science, Teching population. Nonetheless we are able to conclude nology, and Industry, and the SHARCNET parallel computing facility.
that the fixation probability for any mutation that decreases the generation time will be significantly less than we would previously have predicted on the basis of the LITERATURE CITED selective advantage alone. Thus, observed substitution urally be extended to include populations that experience growth followed by bottlenecks. We assume that these bottlenecks occur at fixed times, every genera-APPENDIX tions. In this case the overall generating function for Fixation probability with a fecundity advantage: We the mutant lineage after one growth phase ( successive assume that a wild-type individual produces on average generations of growth) and one bottleneck is r offspring per generation and thus produces r t offspring
A mutant with a fecundity advantage s produces (r(1 ϩ s)) t offspring in the same amount of which we also denote g ‫ؠ‬ h(x). time.
An important point to note is that for the typical case We first introduce a general method of determining of Poisson-distributed offspring and binomial sampling, the fixation probability in the classic case of a fecundity a constant population size is formally equivalent to a advantage and constant population size. Following Halpopulation that undergoes bottlenecks at rate ϭ 1. dane (1927), we imagine that a large number of offThis is because for g(x) ϭ e r (1ϩs)(xϪ1) and h(x) ϭ 1 Ϫ spring are produced (the "growth" phase), of which a 1/r ϩ (1/r)x, we find that g ‫ؠ‬ h(x) ϭ e (1ϩs)(xϪ1) . fraction survive (or are "sampled") to form the next Fixation probability with a reduced generation time: generation. Let g(x) be the probability-generating funcWe let t d denote the generation time for a mutant with a tion (pgf) that describes the number of offspring proreduced generation time (but no fecundity advantage), duced in a single mutant lineage during one generation.
such that t d Ͻ 1. The average number of offspring for A pgf is a mathematically convenient way to express a the wild type in t time units (wild-type generations) is discrete probability distribution and is defined in the r t . For a mutation with a fecundity advantage, the mean following way: if the probability of producing i offspring number of offspring is (r(1 ϩ s)) t ; for a generation time is p i , g(x) is simply formed by writing g(x) ϭ p 0 ϩ p 1 x ϩ advantage, this number is r t/t d . p 2 x 2 ϩ . . . (Harris 1963). As described above, g(x) will The overall growth rate of the mutant will then be reflect the selective advantage of the mutant and will the same in both cases when the mutant generation have a larger mean than the analogous growth distributime is t d ϭ 1/(1 ϩ log r (1 ϩ s)) ϭ 1/(1 ϩ sЈ). Here for tion for the wild type. For Poisson growth with mean convenience the notation sЈ has been introduced, where 2(1 ϩ s), we note that g(x) can also be written in the sЈ ϭ log r (1 ϩ s); note that when s is small, sЈ Ϸ s/log(r). short-hand notation g(x) ϭ e 2(1ϩs) (xϪ1) .
For the mutation with a generation time advantage, Let N 0 denote the total size of the population, includthe mutant population will eventually experience ϩ ing both mutant and wild type. To maintain a constant 1 generations between two bottlenecks. For a mutation population size, only N 0 of the newly created offspring that first arises at the beginning of a growth phase, this will survive each generation. Thus, if each wild-type indiwill first occur before bottleneck n 1 , where vidual produces r offspring per generation on average, the chance that each offspring survives is 1/r. We can (n 1 ϩ 1) 1 1 ϩ sЈ Յ n 1 , yielding n 1 Ն 1 sЈ . then write the pgf for this sampling process, h(x), in exactly the same way as we formed g(x). In particular, Extending this logic, it can be seen that the successive for the sampling process we know that the probability bottlenecks n i before which the mutant strain experithat an individual survives is p 1 ϭ 1/r, while the probabilences an extra generation are given by the smallest ity that the individual does not survive sampling is p 0 ϭ integer that is greater than i/(sЈ). 1 Ϫ 1/r. This allows us to write h(x) ϭ 1 Ϫ 1/r ϩ (1/r)x.
One of the reasons why pgfs are convenient is that The probability-generating function for the mutant lin-
